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“Thank you so much for recognizing
our work!”

Introduction
Earlier this fall, the National Center
for Women & Information Technology
(NCWIT) announced the 3rd Annual
Engagement Excellence Awards. Honored
were:
• P eter Drake, professor of Computer
Science at Lewis and Clark College
 embers of Georgia Tech’s EarSketch
•M
project team: Greg Hendler, Lea
Ikkache, Brandon Westergaard, Anna
Xambó, Doug Edwards, Brian Magerko,
and Jason Freeman
In this column, we’ll get to know the
awardees better and explore how you
could be eligible for this award. For information on previous awardees, see the
Engagement Excellence awards page on
the NCCWIT website [9].

The NCWIT Engagement
Excellence awards
The Engagement
Excellence awards
were created by
NCWIT, and funded by Google,
to reward and
recognize faculty
for creating and
sharing excellent,
engaging materials for introductory computer
science courses.
Figure 1
All authors with

materials accepted into the EngageCSEdu
collection in a given year are eligible for
the next year’s award. The awardees are
selected by an interdisciplinary committee
of computer science educators and social/
learning science researchers. Awardees
receive a $5,000 prize and a small travel
grant to attend SIGCSE or the NCWIT
Summit. The goal of the awards is to bring
positive public attention to great teaching
and to evidence-based teaching practices
that engage all students, and to encourage
more instructors to contribute materials to
the collection.
THE 2017 AWARDEES
Professor
Peter Drake is
recognized for
three CS2-level
POGIL assignments1
he contributed to
the EngageCSEdu
collection (see
Figure 3): Beetle
[1], Shut the Box
Figure 2: Peter Drake
[2], and Towers of
Hanoi [3]. Not only did the committee find
these assignments incredibly engaging,
they thought they were great examples of
how to engage and retain students with
well-structured collaborative learning and
relevant and meaningful assignments.
Specifically, Peter’s Towers of Hanoi

1

P
 OGIL stands for Process Oriented Guided Inquiry
Learning. It is a student-centered, group-learning
instructional strategy. This technique is recognized in
the EngageCSEdu Engagement Practices Framework
as a form of collaborative learning that can help build
inclusive student community when done thoughtfully.

Figure 3: Prof. Drake’s award-winning
assignments

assignment was considered a novel and
highly effective reboot of a tried and true
assignment.
Peter first learned about POGIL from the
SIGCSE workshops that Helen Hu and Cliff
Kussmaul regularly conduct. The engagement advantage was immediately apparent
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in his classroom: “Students perk up and
get involved.” While he hasn’t collected
systematics data on it, Peter feels that these
structured collaborative learning techniques
can “do wonders to alleviate impostor syndrome and other issues affecting women
and other students from other underrepresented groups. Solving problems in conversation with others shatters the illusion that
‘everyone understands it but me’.”
The assignments that Peter contributed
to the EngageCSEdu collection come from a
complete curriculum for Computer Science
II that he developed called, “Learn Java in
N Games.” [4] Peter finds that using games
as examples is useful “because they are
rich but well-defined, offering entertaining,
concrete applications of course concepts.”

Figure 4: (left to right) The interdisciplinary EarSketch Team: Agneya Kerure, Zhao Yan, Jason
Freeman, Takumi Ogata, Juan Carlos Martinez, Lea Ikkache, Avneesh Sarwate, Takahiko Tsuchiya,
Ryan Rose, Anna Xambo, Aryaman Vinchhi.

Solving problems
in conversation
with others shatters
the illusion
that ‘everyone
understands it
but me.’
The Georgia Tech “EarSketch” team is
recognized with an Engagement Excellence award for an assignment that introduces CS0 students to Python and Java
through music composing and remixing
[8]. It was submitted to the collection as an
easy introduction to the larger EarSketch
curricula. The awards committee was
impressed with how well the EarSketch
approach ties the creative arts to computer
science, and how it provides a fun, authentic learning experience to students.
The EarSketch project is the brainchild
of Georgia professors Jason Freeman and
Brian Magerko, and is a great example of
the exciting innovations that can come from
interdisciplinary collaboration. As Jason
tells it, “I’m a composer with deep engagement with computer science, and Brian is a
computer scientist with a deep engagement
with music.” They originally developed
EarSketch for use in summer camps at Geor-
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Figure 5: ( left to right) More members of the EarSketch team: Mike Helms, James Hill, Sabrina
Grossman, Doug Edwards. Not pictured: co-founder, Brian Magerko.

gia Tech but it has evolved into a module for
the AP Computer Science Principles course,
and for CS0 courses at the college level. The
team has been testing the curriculum in high
school AP CS classrooms and in a CS0-like
course at an open-admissions college in
Georgia. Measuring constructs such as intent
to persist, identity and belongingness, motivation to succeed, and confidence, and for
gains in content knowledge, they find significant gains in all areas from pre- to post-test,
including for females and underrepresented
minorities [6,7]. Jason suggests that the
power of EarSketch in a CS0 course is that
it not only teaches some core concepts in
an engaging way but “exposes students
to how computing is relevant and important in multiple domains. By showing that

computing is essential even to music, which
might not seem so at first glance,” then it’s
easy to show students that it “really matters
everywhere. Music is a really good one to
start with because it draws the students in
and gets them motivated.”

Submit your intro CS materials
by January 15, 2018 to be
eligible for next year’s
Engagement Excellence awards
WHY SUBMIT?
1. Inspire other instructors! Too often
faculty work in isolation and reinvent
the wheel. Break the isolation: share
your work with colleagues from across
the country.

OPINION
The EarSketch
project is the
brainchild of
Georgia professors
Jason Freeman
and Brian Magerko,
and is a great
example of the
exciting innovations
that can come from
interdisciplinary
collaboration.
2. T
 he collection is peer-reviewed in
much the same way as a conference or
journal paper. As awardee Peter Drake
noted, “Since submissions are peer
reviewed, faculty can list published
submissions in CVs and tenure files.”
We’re finding that more faculty are using their participation in EngageCSEdu
as an additional way to demonstrate
teaching excellence.
3. Get useful feedback from reviewers
and users to help you improve your
materials.
4. G
 et recognized as someone who is
passionate about providing compelling
first-year experiences in computer science, and connect to similarly engaged
instructors.
5. U
 se the EngageCSEdu collection as
a means of disseminating innovative
curricular materials for introductory CS
that you’ve developed from research
projects. Check out how the IC2Think
team at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln did it [10].
6. Y
 ou could be recognized with an Engagement Excellence prize in 2018!
HOW TO CONTRIBUTE
STEP ONE. Check out the requirements on
the EngageCSEdu website [11]. Briefly, we
accept materials from courses that could
be described as CS0, CS1, or CS2, and

that use at least one of the EngageCSEdu
Engagement Practices. Also, the collection
only accepts individual materials. If you
have an entire course that does a great job
of engaging students, start by submitting
a few of the best materials. Submit your
course syllabus (with course schedule) to
provide some sequencing information. The
submitted materials act as exemplars and
interested users can follow links out to the
larger work.

Figure 6: EarSketch in the classroom

STEP TWO. If you don’t have an account
on the EngageCSEdu website, get one!
Then, go to Contribute Materials and follow the instructions. Along with uploading
your materials, you’ll need to write some
text for the detail page and fill out some
metadata.
STEP THREE. The Content Manager will
make sure your material is ready for
review. If it’s not, we’ll work with you to
get it there. The rest of the process works
pretty much as a peer-reviewed journal or
conference does.
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We hope to see your engaging introductory computer science materials in the
coming year! Also, please consider signing
up for our reviewer pool. It’s a great way to
learn more about the project and to give
back to the community. If you have any
questions, please contact us [5]. 
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